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Jefferson Planning Commission and City Council
150 N 2nd St
Jefferson, Oregon, 97352

SUBJEC T: JEFFERSON TRANSPO RTATION SYSTEM PLAN UPD ATE

INTRODUCTION

The City of Jefferson is currently in the process of updating their Transportation System Plan (TSP),
which was created in 2001. A TSP is a long-term policy and planning document to guide
transportation improvements. Having a TSP in place is essential for the City to compete for federal,
state, and regional funding for transportation projects.
Because the current TSP was created 20 years ago, the majority of the recommended
transportation projects have been completed and now the City needs direction on what to improve
next. It is also important for the City to keep current with changes in state and regional
transportation policy and address changing local and inter-agency priorities.
WHAT HAS BEEN D ONE TO DATE

A graphic showing the overall project timeline is provided as an attachment. Key highlights of the
work that has already been completed is provided below.
GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The project began in March 2021 with the identification of the following four guiding goals and for
this TSP Update.


Safety: Provide safe routes, corridors, and intersections for all modes of transportation.



Mobility, Accessibility, & Connectivity: Provide a system that is accessible and efficient for
all travel modes and purposes.



Livability: Provide a transportation network that preserves the character of the City and
promotes changes in land use patterns that make it more convenient for people to walk, bicycle,
use transit, and drive less to meet their daily needs.



Coordination: Provide a cohesive regional transportation system that coordinates with regional
partners to have an inter-connected system.

EXISTING AND FUTURE TRANSPORTATION EVALUATION

The project team evaluated the existing (2019) and future (2040) transportation conditions and
identified the City’s transportation needs and deficiencies. Key components of the evaluation
included intersection operations, safety, bicycle & pedestrian facilities, and I-5 diversion traffic
events.
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

Key stakeholders have regularly been consulted throughout this process via a Project Advisory
Committee. Additionally, general public feedback was gathered via an Online Open House, which
was held from July 26th – August 6th.
DRAFT PROJECT LIST & FUNDING FORECASTS

Most recently, a list of transportation improvement projects was compiled based on the needs and
deficiencies identified. The list of transportation improvement projects include roadway extensions,
multimodal street upgrades, and pedestrian and bicycle improvements. Refer to the attached
Technical Memorandum #3, pages 9 – 19, for a map and list of the projects.
Additionally, the project team conducted an evaluation of the City’s current funding strategies and
developed a list of potential additional funding sources to aid in the implementation of the
recommended projects. This information has been documented in the attached Technical
Memorandum #4.
YOUR FEEDBACK

During the joint work session next week, we will provide an overview of the work completed thus
far and will present the key highlights of the recommended project list. While we welcome your
feedback and questions on all of the work completed to date, in an effort to limit the amount of
time we take up for your meeting, we are specifically requesting your input on the following two
items.


Overall Goals for the TSP update



The draft list of recommended projects

We look forward to gathering your input during next week’s work session. Thank you!
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PROJECT TIMELINE
March 2021

• PAC Meeting #3
• Joint PC/CC Work
Session

• PAC Meeting #2
•Public Event #1

• PAC Meeting
#1

• Project Kickoff

September 2021

July 2021

May 2021

April 2021

June 2021

August 2021

• Memo #1
(Goals)

• Memo #2
(Existing
Conditions &
Needs)

• Memo #3
(Proposed
Improvements)
• Memo #4
(Funding)

October
2021

December
2021

• Public Event
#2

April 2022

February
2022

• PAC Meeting #4

November
2021

January
2022

• Memo #5
(Code
Amendments)

• Draft
TSP

We are here!

• City Council
Public Hearing

March 2022

May 2022

• Planning
Commission
Public Hearing

• Final TSP
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DRAFT
PROPOSED TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS
DATE:

September 3, 2021

TO:

Jefferson Project Management Team

FROM:

Scott Mansur, P.E., PTOE | DKS Associates
Lacy Brown, Ph.D., P.E., RSP1 | DKS Associates
Jenna Bogert, P.E. | DKS Associates
Travis Larson, E.I. | DKS Associates

SUBJECT: Jefferson TSP Update – Tech Memo #3 - DRAFT

Project #21027-000

INTRODUCTION

This memorandum provides a summary of recommended transportation facility standards and
proposed projects to mitigate the needs and deficiencies as laid out in the previous memorandum. 1
●

Facility Standards, Recommendations, and Resources
○

●

Transportation System Improvements
○

●

Including multimodal, pedestrian and bicyclist, intersection, roadway extension, Safe
Routes to School, and transit projects.

Forecast Future Conditions with Proposed Improvements
○

1

Including functional classifications, mobility standards, and a safety toolbox.

Including future forecast intersection operations and pedestrian and bicyclist
connectivity.

Jefferson TSP Update, Transportation System Conditions, Deficiencies, and Needs, August 2021.

FACILITY STANDARDS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND RESOURCES

DRAFT

This section establishes proposed system standards and resources for the City of Jefferson,
including recommended modifications to the existing standards to be adopted as part of the
Transportation System Plan (TSP) update. Jefferson applies transportation standards and
regulations to the construction of new transportation facilities and to the operation of all facilities to
ensure the system functions as intended and investments are used efficiently. These standards,
including street functional classifications, roadway cross-section standards, and mobility standards,
enable consistent future actions that reflect the goals of the City for a safe and efficient
transportation system.
STREET STANDARDS

Street cross-section standards for the City of Jefferson, including for pedestrian and bicycles, are
currently listed in the Jefferson Municipal Code 2 and Jefferson Public Works Design Standards 3.
These standards cover both City and Marion County-owned facilities within the Urban Growth
Boundary (UGB). Local streets within neighborhoods should also be designed using the
Neighborhood Street Design Guidelines.4 For pedestrian and bicycle facilities, standards can be
found in the Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan.5 The standards for OR 164 can be found in the
Blueprint for Urban Design6. These standards will not be reiterated in the final adopted TSP.
For any new roadway, re-development, or urban upgrade within the Jefferson UGB, the developer
or controlling municipality is required to bring the street or adjacent right-of-way up to current
standards, including any sidewalk infill. In addition, any new streets or modernization projects
should incorporate current national best practices for designing bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
STREET FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION

Street functional classification is an important tool for managing the roadway network. The street
functional classification system recognizes that individual streets do not act independently of one
another but instead form a network that works together to serve travel needs on local and regional
levels. By designating the management and design requirements for each street classification, a
hierarchal system is established to support a network of streets that perform as desired.
The recommended functional classification system for roadways in the City of Jefferson is described
below. The proposed functional classification map, Figure 1, shows the recommended classification
for all roadways in the UGB, including new street extensions proposed, as part of the transportation
system improvements described in this memorandum. Table 1 and Table 2 highlight the proposed
changes.

2
3
4
5
6

Title 12 Development Code, Street and Sidewalk Requirements, Jefferson Municipal Code, February 2021.
Division 2 Streets, Public Works Design Standards, City of Jefferson, Updated March 2021.
Neighborhood Street Design Guidelines, Oregon Department of Transportation, June 2001.
Oregon Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan, Oregon Department of Transportation, May 2016.
Blueprint for Urban Design, Oregon Department of Transportation, January 2020.
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Classifications shown for County roads inside the Jefferson Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) reflect
the City’s desired function for those facilities. Although these classifications may not match those
shown in Marion County’s Rural TSP, Marion County policy is to apply City standards to County
facilities within UGBs. Therefore, it is anticipated that Jefferson standards will be applied to County
roads located within the Jefferson UGB.

F IGURE 1 : PROPOS ED JEF F ERS ON ROAD WAY FUNCTIONAL C LAS SIFICATI ONS
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TABLE 1 : PROPOS ED C HANGES TO FUNCTIONAL CLAS SI FICATI ON O N EXISTING ROADW AYS
ROUTE
GREENWOOD DRIVE
(MAIN STREET TO 5TH STREET OR
EASTERN TERMINUS)

EXISTING FUNCTIONAL
CLASSIFICATION

PROPOSED FUNCTIONAL
CLASSIFICATION

Minor Collector

Major Collector

TABLE 2 : FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATI ON FOR PROPO SED ROAD WAYS
FUTURE ROUTE

PROPOSED FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION

5TH STREET
(ELM STREET TO CEMETARY HILL ROAD)

Major Collector

7TH STREET
(MAPLE COURT TO CEMETARY HILL ROAD)

Minor Collector

ACCESS SPACING STANDARDS

Access management is a broad set of techniques that balance the need to provide for efficient,
safe, and timely travel with the ability to allow access to individual destinations. Appropriate access
management standards and techniques can reduce congestion and accident rates and may lessen
the need for construction of additional roadway capacity.
Table 3 identifies new recommended minimum public roadway intersection and driveway/site
access spacing standards for roadways in Jefferson. New roadways or redeveloping properties must
comply with these standards to the extent practical, as determined by the City. As the opportunity
arises through redevelopment, roadways not complying with these standards should incorporate
strategies such as shared access points, access restrictions (through the use of a median or
channelization islands), or closure of unnecessary access points, as feasible. Like roadway design
and mobility targets, access spacing standards for OR 164 are determined by ODOT. ODOT spacing
standards are defined in the Oregon Highway Plan.
TABLE 3 : ACCESS SPACI NG STANDARDS F OR CI TY S TREET FACILITIES

FUNCTIONAL ROADWAY
CLASSIFICATION

MINIMUM ACCESS SPACING FOR
STREET INTERSECTIONS

MINIMUM ACCESS SPACING FOR
DRIVEWAYS/ SITE ACCESS

ARTERIAL

300 ft

150 ft

MAJOR COLLECTOR

200 ft

50 ft

MINOR COLLECTOR

100 ft

25 ft

-

25 ft

LOCAL

MOBILITY STANDARDS

Mobility standards, or targets, are the thresholds set by an agency for the maximum amount of
motor vehicle congestion that is acceptable for a given roadway. Adopted mobility standards can
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be used to prioritize investment decisions and help the City ensure that transportation facilities are
improved in a timely manner to support new growth.
JEFFERSON MOBILITY STANDARDS

The City of Jefferson’s currently adopted mobility standard requires that traffic operations for both
signalized and unsignalized intersections meet a minimum target of Level of Service (LOS) D during
the peak hour.7 LOS D, the current minimum mobility standard, equates to a maximum allowed
average delay per vehicle of 55 seconds at signalized intersections and maximum allowed average
delay per vehicle for the critical movement of 35 seconds at stop-controlled intersections during
peak hours. Marion County requires intersections to operate at LOS E when two-way stop
controlled. The County also states that if an intersection is within an Urban Growth Boundary
(UGB) of a city, the intersection must also meet the operating standards of that city. 8 Therefore,
the City’s standard exceeds that of the County’s and should be applied to any County facility.
The Future 2040 Baseline Traffic Operations scenario (meaning no substantial transportation
improvements are made through the year 2040) analysis from Technical Memorandum #2 did not
identify any intersections under City jurisdiction that would fail to meet the LOS D mobility
standard. This indicates that having a mobility standard of LOS D for the peak hour would not be
overly restrictive and should continue to serve Jefferson well through 2040. It is recommended to
keep the LOS D standard.
ODOT MOBILITY TARGETS

All intersections under State jurisdiction in Jefferson must comply with the mobility targets in the
Oregon Highway Plan (OHP). ODOT uses v/c ratios as performance measures for mobility rather
than LOS. The ODOT v/c targets vary with highway classification, area type, and posted speeds.
Jefferson Highway, the one ODOT facility within the Jefferson UGB, is within the MPO boundary and
is categorized as a District Highway with no freight designation. Therefore, under current ODOT
guidance, intersections on OR 164 should operate at a v/c ratio of 0.95 or less. 9
The Future 2040 Baseline Traffic Operations scenario (meaning no substantial transportation
improvements are made through the year 2040) analysis from Technical Memorandum #2
identified two intersections under ODOT jurisdiction that would fail to meet the v/c ratio of 0.95 or
less mobility target: OR 164/North Avenue and OR 164/Hazel Street.
TRANSPORTATION IMPACT ANALYSIS (TIA) GUIDELINES

The development review process is designed to manage growth in a responsible and sustainable
manner. By assessing the transportation impacts associated with land use proposals and requiring
that adequate facilities be in place to accommodate those impacts, the City of Jefferson is able to
Goals and Objectives, Transportation System Plan, City of Jefferson, 2001.
Traffic Impact Analysis Requirements, Marion County,
www.co.marion.or.us/PW/Engineering/Pages/analysis.aspx.
9
Oregon Highway Plan, Oregon Department of Transportation, 1999.
7
8
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maintain a safe and efficient transportation system concurrently with new development, diffusing
the cost of system expansion. The Transportation Impact Analysis (TIA) guidelines implements
Sections 660-012-0045 of the State Transportation Planning Rule (TPR) to have a process to apply
conditions to land use proposals in order to minimize impacts on and protect transportation
facilities.
A TIA will be required to be submitted with a land use application at the request of the City of
Jefferson or if the proposal is expected to involve one (1) or more of the following:

1. Changes in land use or zoning designation that will result in increased vehicle trip
generation.
2. Net increase in trip generation of 25 AM or PM peak hour trips, or more than 300 daily trips.
3. Changes to local street connectivity that will impact travel patterns.
4. Potential impacts to pedestrian and bicycle routes, including Safe Routes to School.
5. The location of an existing or proposed access driveway does not meet minimum access
spacing or sight distance requirements.
If a TIA is required, content and analysis breadth is to be coordinated with the City. Section
12.88.050 of the Jefferson Municipal Code provides criteria for the Site Plan Review that is to be
included with any TIA.10
If a TIA is not requested by the City and none of the above criteria are met, an Exemption
Memorandum is to be provided in lieu of a TIA that documents that the criteria are not met. It is
the responsibility of the applicant to provide enough detailed information for the city to verify that
the full TIA is not needed.
A professional engineer registered in the State of Oregon shall prepare the TIA or Exemption
Memorandum. In addition, the preparer should have extensive experience in the methods and
concepts associated with transportation impact studies.
SYSTEMIC SAFETY TOOLBOX

Systemic safety analysis looks at a region’s typical crash types and situations, and then identifies
types of mitigation tools that can be readily applied across numerous sites to reduce crashes. The
toolbox of adaptable solutions enables transportation agencies to select appropriate
countermeasures based on the considerations of each site. Table 4 provides a list of safety
solutions that the City of Jefferson can apply across their transportation system that are context
appropriate. The table lists the treatment, what it is, where it can be used, and the current
estimated safety benefit (ODOT approved crash reduction factor).

10

Title 12 Development Code, Site Plan Review, Jefferson Municipal Code, Updated February 2021.
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DESCRIPTION

LOCATION(S) USED

TYPES OF
CRASHES
TREATED A

ODOT CRF
VALUE(S) A

Feedback signs that alert
drivers of their speed as
they pass the sign

Any locations with high
rates of speed related
crashes

All Crashes at
All Severities

10%

Low-cost unsignalized
intersection improvements
including oversize advance
warning and STOP signs,
foliage removal, properly
placed stop bar, and new
striping

Unsignalized intersections
with high rates of angle or
turning movement crashes

All Crashes at
All Severities

20%-30%

FLASHING
ADVANCE SIGNAL
WARNING SIGNS

Flashing beacon on an
advance warning sign to
alert drivers of an upcoming
traffic signal

Traffic signal intersection
approaches with high rates
of rear-end crashes

Rear End
Crashes at All
Severities

36%

INTERSECTION
ILLUMINATION
(BIKES & PEDS)

Permanent source of light at
an intersection that provides
greater visibility for
pedestrians and bicyclists

Intersections with high
rates of pedestrian and
bicycle crashes at night

Nighttime
Pedestrian
and Bicycle
Crashes at All
Severities

42%

BIKE LANES

Construct or stripe
exclusive-use bicycle lanes

Any roadway segment with
high vehicular volumes
and bicycle crashes

Bicycle
Crashes at All
Severities

36%

SIDEWALK

Construct a paved path for
pedestrians to be separated
from the vehicular travel
lanes

Any roadway segment
without sidewalks and high
rates of pedestrian crashes

Pedestrian –
walking along
Crashes at All
Severities

20%

CONTINENTAL
CROSSWALK
MARKINGS AND
ADVANCE
WARNING SIGNS

Marking unmarked
crosswalks and adding
advance warning signage to
alert drivers

Any crosswalk with high
rates of pedestrian crashes

Pedestrian
Crashes at All
Severities

15%

RAISED
CROSSWALK

Build the crosswalk to be at
the same height as the
sidewalk on either side of
the street

Any crosswalks which have
a high rate of pedestrian
or bicyclist crashes,
especially due to speed

Pedestrian
and Bicycle
Crashes at All
Severities

30%

RECTANGULAR
RAPID FLASHING
BEACON (RRFB)

User-activated flashing
warning lights that
supplement warning signs at
crosswalks to alert drivers of
a crossing pedestrian

Unsignalized or midblock
crossings with high rates
of pedestrian crashes

Pedestrian
Crashes at All
Severities

10%-56%

TREATMENT

SPEED FEEDBACK
SIGNS

UNSIGNALIZED
INTERSECTION
UPGRADES
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CURB
EXTENSIONS
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A roadway median with
specific pedestrian crossing
and waiting areas that
enable pedestrians to cross
the street in two stages

Unsignalized or midblock
crossings with high rates
of pedestrian crashes

Pedestrian
Crashes at All
Severities

31%

Narrow the width of the
roadway by extending the
curb line into the parking
lane to be adjacent to the
travel lane

Any intersections in which
it would be beneficial to
decrease the street
crossing width

All Crashes at
All Severities

30%

NEIGHBORHOOD TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT

Neighborhood Traffic Management (NTM) describes strategies that can be deployed to slow traffic
and potentially reduce volumes, creating a more inviting environment for pedestrians and
bicyclists. Essentially, these neighborhood streets place a priority on access over mobility, and
favor active transportation like walking and biking over vehicles. Mitigation measures for
neighborhood traffic impacts must balance the need to manage vehicle speeds and volumes with
the need to maintain mobility, circulation, and function for service providers, such as emergency
responders. While the Systemic Safety Toolbox provides safety solutions for all roadway types and
can be used on neighborhood streets, Table 5 includes a summary of additional common
neighborhood traffic management strategies specifically for neighborhoods.
TABLE 5 : NEIGHBORHOOD TRAF F IC M ANAGEMENT (NTM) STRATEGI ES

NTM STRATEGY

DESCRIPTION

IMPACT

CHICANES/CHOKERS

Two different ways to narrow the width of the street: Chicanes
provide alternating wide and narrow sections of roadway with
a slalom effect, while chokers narrow one point of the
roadway for both directions of travel

Lowers vehicle speed

SPEED HUMP/SPEED
CUSHION

Two different types of bumps in the roadway which force a
vehicle to drive slower over them: Speed Humps extend the
entire width of the roadway and protrude just a few inches off
the roadway at their peak, Speed Cushions also extend the
entire width but have wheel cutouts for vehicles with larger
wheelbases (like emergency vehicles and buses)

Lowers vehicle speed

DIVERTERS

A roadway median that restricts through vehicle movement
but provides access for bicyclists and pedestrians, lowering
vehicle access while maintaining pedestrian and bicycle access

Limits vehicles from
cutting through
neighborhoods

Updating or adding crosswalk stripping to make pedestrian
crossings more visible

Heightens pedestrian
visibility

CROSSWALK
VISIBILITY
ENHANCEMENTS
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This section provides documentation of all proposed projects for the Jefferson TSP to mitigate the
deficiencies and needs identified in the previous memo. Noteworthy or atypical projects are also
specifically highlighted.
PROJECT LIST

The recommended solutions were developed by evaluating the transportation system needs and
comparing them with the Goals & Objectives from the first memo to create a balanced system able
to provide travel options for a wide variety of needs and users. The solutions encompass street
system improvements, pedestrian and bicycle improvements, highway corridor improvements, and
transit system improvements. No specific rail improvements are recommended. These
improvements were grouped into six categories:









Roadway Extension (EX): Projects that seek to build a new road in the City of Jefferson,
which will provide connectivity for vehicles, bikes, and pedestrians.
Intersection Upgrade (IN): Projects that are specifically upgrading intersections to meet
future mobility targets, providing safe and efficient intersections for all modes of travel.
Multimodal (MM): Projects that create a connected local and regional transportation network
for all modes in the City of Jefferson, providing improvements to existing streets to bring
them up to design standards by supplying facilities for people driving, walking, and biking.
Pedestrians and Bicyclists (PB): Projects that provide connections and improve mobility for
people on foot and for people riding bicycles, sometimes by upgrading roadways to current
standards which include pedestrian and bicycle facilities.
Safe Routes to Schools (SS): Projects that specifically provide Safe Routes to School for
students in the City of Jefferson.
Transit (TR): A project that looks to collaborate with other entities to provide transit service
to the City of Jefferson.

In addition to each projects’ description, additional information was provided:






Associated Projects: A list of projects that are related or geographically close was provided
so that projects can be compared, combined, or implemented synchronously.
Evaluation Rating: A priority rating of High, Medium, or Low was assigned to each project
based on its significance, adherence to the goals and objectives, public opinion, and
presence in prior project development sources.
Sponsoring Agency(ies): The expected primary source of funding for planning purposes was
assigned, although such designations do not create any obligation for funding.
Source(s): The sources by which the project was identified was provided, giving context to
the necessity and permanence of the project.
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F IGURE 2 : JEF FERSON TSP PROJEC T MAP
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TABLE 6 : JEFF ERS ON TSP PRO JECT LI ST

Project
ID

EX-01

Project
Name

Associated
Projects

Evaluation
Rating

Sponsoring
Agency(ies)

Source(s)

5th Street
Extension &
Urban
Upgrade

MM-07

High

City/ Developers

2001 TSP, 2018
AAMPO RTP, Project
Team

EX-02

7th Street
Extension &
Urban
Upgrade

IN-01

OR 164/
North Avenue
Intersection
Control
Upgrade

IN-02

OR 164/
Hazel Street
Intersection
Control
Upgrade

MM-01

Talbot Road
Urban
Upgrade

MM-02

MM-03

North OR 164
Suburban
Fringe Urban
Upgrade

South OR
164 Urban
Mix Urban
Upgrade

Upgrade and extend 5th Street to roadway standards from Hazel Street to
Cemetery Hill Road.
MM-07

Low

City/ Developers

Project Team

Upgrade and extend 7th Street to roadway standards from Hazel Street to
Cemetery Hill Road.
MM-02, MM-03, MM04

High

ODOT

2001 TSP, 2018
AAMPO RTP, Project
Team

New traffic control for the intersection of OR 164 and North Avenue; either a
traffic signal or roundabout. Improve school crossings.
MM-03, MM-04, MM09, PB-02, TR-01

High

ODOT

Project Team

New traffic control for the intersection of OR 164 and Hazel Street; either a traffic
signal or roundabout. Improve highway crossings and consider realignment to
mitigate minor street offset. Additional detail provided in next section. *
MM-02

Low

City/ Marion
County/ Developers

Project Team

Upgrade Talbot Road to roadway standards from northwestern UGB limits to OR
164.
IN-01, MM-01, MM03

Medium

ODOT

Project Team

Upgrade OR 164 from North Avenue to the northern UGB limits following ODOT
BUD (Blueprint for Urban Design) Suburban Fringe classification guidelines.
Project to include new pavement, bicycle lanes, pedestrian enhancements, and
lighting. Additional detail provided in next section. *
IN-01, IN-02, MM02, MM-04, MM-05,
PB-02, SS-02, TR-01

High

ODOT

2001 TSP, 2018
AAMPO RTP, Project
Team

Upgrade OR 164 from the southwest UGB limits to North Avenue following ODOT
BUD (Blueprint for Urban Design) Urban Mix classification guidelines. Project to
include new pavement, bicycle lanes, pedestrian enhancements, and lighting.
Additional detail provided in next section. *
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ID

MM-04

Project
Name

I-5 Traffic
Diversion
Congestion
Mitigation

MM-05

Mill Street/
OR 164
Access
Management

MM-06

North
Avenue/
Marion Road
Urban
Upgrade

MM-07

Cemetery Hill
Road Urban
Upgrade

Associated
Projects

Evaluation
Rating

Sponsoring
Agency(ies)

Source(s)

IN-01, IN-02, MM03, MM-05, PB-02,
SS-02

Medium

City/ ODOT

Project Team

Mitigation of traffic congestion due to I-5 traffic diversion events which include
coordination of policy and engineering across multiple jurisdictions. See
explanation below. *
MM-03, MM-04

MM-08

MM-09

Hazel Street
Urban
Upgrade

MM-10

Main Street
Revitalization
and Urban
Upgrade

MM-11

Main Street/
Jefferson
Scio Drive
Urban
Upgrade

Medium

ODOT

Project Team

Install a medium along OR 164 between the bridge and Main Street to limit
access to Mill Street, allowing only right in, right out at Mill Street. Additional
detail provided in next section. *
MM-07

Medium

City/ Marion
County/ Developers

2001 TSP, Project
Team

Upgrade North Avenue and Marion Road to roadway standards from 3rd Street to
northeastern UGB limits.
EX-01, EX-02, MM06

Medium

City/ Developers

Project Team

Upgrade Cemetery Hill Road to roadway standards from North Avenue to the
Jefferson Cemetery Driveway.
PB-01

All-Way Stop
Removal

DRAFT

Medium

City

2001 TSP

Recondition the all-way stops at 5th Street/ High Street and 3rd Street/
University Street to be two-way stop controlled.
PB-01, SS-04, SS-05

Medium

City

Project Team

Upgrade Hazel Street to roadway standards from OR 164 to 5th Street, including
new striping, bicycle lanes, and speed reduction techniques.
MM-03

Medium

City/ Developers

2001 TSP, Project
Team

Upgrade Main Street to roadway standards from OR 164 to Church Street,
including intermittent sidewalk reconstruction and infill, pedestrian amenities and
crossings, and new roadway striping.
MM-12, PB-07, PB08

High

City/ Marion
County/ Developers

2001 TSP, 2018
AAMPO RTP, Project
Team

Upgrade Main Street and Jefferson Scio Drive to roadway standards from OR 164
to southeastern UGB limits, including new sidewalks and bicycle lanes.
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ID

Project
Name

MM-12

Main Street/
Weddle Road
Safety Study

PB-01

North 3rd
Street Urban
Upgrade

PB-02

PB-03

OR 164
Enhanced
Pedestrian
Crossing

Union Street
Urban
Upgrade

Associated
Projects

Evaluation
Rating

Sponsoring
Agency(ies)

Source(s)

MM-11

Low

City/ Marion
County

Project Team

Historical crash data shows a high frequency of crashes near the intersection of
Main Street and Weddle Road, and the posted speed limit was lowered in Spring
2021. A safety study is recommended after five years of published crash data is
made available after the posted speed limit change to determine effectiveness.
MM-08, MM-09, SS03, SS-04, SS-05

PB-04

PB-05

South 3rd
Street Urban
Upgrade

PB-06

Columbia
Street Urban
Upgrade

IN-02, MM-03, MM04, PB-03, PB-04,
TR-01

PB-04, PB-05

2001 TSP, Project
Team

High

ODOT

2001 TSP, 2018
AAMPO RTP, Project
Team

Low

City / Developers

Project Team

Upgrade Union Street to roadway standards from 5th Street to OR 164.
High

City

Project Team

Construct a safe and accessible pedestrian crossing over the railroad at the
intersection of 3rd Street and Union Street. Add a pedestrian path connecting
Union Street and 3rd Street southeast of the railroad tracks. Additional detail
provided in next section.*
Low

City

Project Team

Upgrade 3rd Street to roadway standards from Union Street to Columbia Street,
including a total of 350ft of sidewalk infill on 3rd Street between Columbia Street
and Greenwood Drive.
PB-05, PB-07

Low

City

2001 TSP

Upgrade Columbia Street to roadway standards from 2nd Street to 5th Street and
upgrade 2nd Street to roadway standards from Columbia Street to Greenwood
Drive.

MM-11, PB-06
Greenwood
Drive Urban
Upgrade

City

Install an enhanced pedestrian crossing with an RRFB across OR 164 on either
Hazel Street or Union Street, based on plans for the pedestrian corridors on Hazel
Street and Union Street and the potential bus stop.

PB-04, PB-06

PB-07

Medium

Upgrade 3rd Street to roadway standards from North Avenue to Hazel Street.

PB-02, PB-03, PB-05
Jefferson
Pedestrian
Railroad
Crossing

DRAFT

High

City

2001 TSP, 2018
AAMPO RTP, Project
Team

Upgrade Greenwood Drive to roadway standards from Main Street to 3rd Street,
including a 200ft section of sidewalk infill on Greenwood Drive just east of 3rd
Street.
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ID

PB-08

Project
Name

High Street
Urban
Upgrade

Associated
Projects

Evaluation
Rating

Sponsoring
Agency(ies)

Source(s)

MM-11

Medium

City

2018 AAMPO RTP,
Project Team

Upgrade High Street to roadway standards from Main Street to 3rd Street,
including a 100ft section of sidewalk infill on 3rd Street just south of High Street.
MM-01, MM-02

SS-01

SRTS: School
Multi-Use
Path

SS-02

SRTS: OR
164 School
Crossing

SRTS: 3rd
Street Route

SS-05

SRTS: Hazel
Street School
Crossing

Cherriots Bus
Stop Study
Involvement

High

ODOT

Project Team

Low

City

Project Team

Medium

City

Project Team

Provide a Safe Route to School by improving 3rd Street to roadway standards.
Specifically, provide sidewalks and marked crosswalks along the west side of 3rd
Street.
MM-09, PB-01, SS04

Medium

City

Project Team

Provide a Safe Route to School by installing an enhanced crossing on the western
crossing of Hazel Street on 3rd Street.
IN-02, MM-03, MM04, PB-02

TR-01

Project Team

Provide a Safe Route to School by evaluating the necessity of the school crossing
on 3rd Street at Marion Street. If a crossing is desired at the location, construct
accessible curb ramps.
PB-01, SS-03, SS-05

SS-04

City

Provide a Safe Route to School by evaluating the two school crossings on OR 164
across from Jefferson Evangelical Church and on University Street. Add an RRFB
to the crossing that is best suited for it.
PB-01, SS-04

SRTS: 3rd
Street School
Crossing

Medium

Provide a Safe Route to School by creating a multi-use path that leads to
Jefferson Middle and High Schools from OR 164 that is a shorter and safer route
than taking OR 164 and Talbot Road to get to school. Conceptual route utilizes
Julia Lane and existing facilities on school property. Additional detail provided in
next section. *
MM-03, MM-04

SS-03

DRAFT

High

Cherriots/ City/
ODOT

Project Team

Support and encourage the advancement of the new potential Cherriots route
with a possible stop in Jefferson. Potential places for a stop include the Hazel
Street and Union Street intersections along OR 164. Coordinate bus stop location
with OR 164 urban upgrades and enhanced pedestrian crossing.
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Additional information and guidance is provided below for the starred projects in Table 6.
OR 164 HIGHWAY CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENTS (MM-02 & MM-03)

All solutions for the OR 164 highway improvements are to be guided by the ODOT Blueprint for
Urban Design (BUD).11 Based on current conditions of and surrounding land use along the highway,
it is assumed that the ODOT Urban Context for OR 164 is Suburban Fringe from the northern UGB
limits to North Avenue and Urban Mix from North Avenue to the southwestern UGB limits. The BUD
document provides the necessary information regarding the cross-section requirements and
recommendations based on the context.
Urban Mix can be categorized by commercial fronting land uses with minimal distance between the
buildings to the property lines, small to medium block sizes, and a target speed of 25-30mph.
Suburban Fringe can be categorized by interspersed developments with varying distances between
the buildings to the property lines, large of undefined block sizes, and a target speed of 35-40mph.
Both context designs have many of the same features and recommendations: 6ft minimum
sidewalks, buffer zones, buffered or protected bicycle lanes, and standard travel lane widths. The
primary difference between the two contexts is that Urban Mix allows on-street parking while
Suburban Fringe does not recommend it. Further details and examples of these guidelines can be
found in Table 3-12 and Figure 3-9 for the Urban Mix and Table 3-15 and Figure 3-12 for the
Suburban Fringe.
I-5 TRAFFIC DIVERSION CONGESTION MITIGATION (MM-04)

Traffic diversion from I-5 during incidents on the freeway has been shown to create congestion and
resulting safety problems within the City of Jefferson on a more than monthly basis. 12 A toolbox of
solutions including infrastructure upgrades, policy and regulatory modifications, and operational
methods are presented below.

11
12



I-5 Variable Message Sign (VMS): Install a variable message sign at the Jefferson exits on I5 that discourages traffic from taking the detour through Jefferson when delay on I-5 is
reasonable.



Intersection Improvements at OR 164/ North Avenue and OR 164/ Hazel Street: Improve
the intersections at OR 164/ North Avenue and OR 164/ Hazel Street. With either a signal or
roundabout, vehicles on the minor streets and pedestrians attempting to cross the highway
will be provided access to cross the highway or enter traffic. See IN-01 and IN-02.



Interim Intersection Improvement Solutions: Before the improvements happen at the North
Avenue and Hazel Street intersections, a temporary solution is desired to deal with traffic
mitigation and provide safe pedestrian and bicycle crossing of OR 164. Provide a Marion
County traffic cop and/or a portable temporary traffic signal to direct traffic at the

Blueprint for Urban Design, Oregon Department of Transportation, January 2020.
Transportation Conditions, Deficiencies, and Needs, Jefferson TSP Update, DKS Associates, August 2021.
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intersections for the duration of the mitigation. If a diversion event occurs during school
hours, a traffic cop should be present (whether or not a portable temporary traffic signal is
present) to help students cross the street.


OR 164 Pedestrian Crossings: Provide additional enhanced crossings of OR 164, including
RRFBs. This allows pedestrians to be more visible to drivers and gives them more
opportunity to cross the road. See PB-02.



Incident Signal Timing Plan: Develop a special signal timing and coordination plan for the
signal at OR 164/ Main Street (and any future signals).



Maintenance at Night: ODOT should continue the status quo of performing roadway
maintenance on I-5 at night to limit traffic diversion during the peak hours of travel.



Text Alert System: Develop an opt-in text alert system that notifies local residents of traffic
diversion congestion on OR 164.



Flashing Warning Signs Upstream of Minor Street Approaches: Install flashing warning signs
upstream of minor street approaches to let drivers know about the upcoming congestion
and give them the chance to take an alternate route.



5th Street and 7th Street Extensions: Provide connectivity between Marion Road and
Jefferson Scio Drive by extending 5th Street and 7th Street to Cemetery Hill Drive. This will
allow for increased local travel without needing to access OR 164. See EX-01 and EX-02.

HAZEL STREET/ OR 164 INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS (IN-02)

The current configuration of OR 164 at Hazel Street (two off-set T-intersections) and the limited
right-of-way available may require a more complex solution than just installing a traffic signal. Four
options to consider are summarized below.


Low-Cost: Install a traffic signal with the current Hazel Street offset roadway alignment.
This would limit right-of-way impacts but would necessitate split phasing for the signal
(increased delay for all movements) and may introduce safety risks due to the alignment
shift for east-west through traffic.



Mid-Cost: Keep the current Hazel Street roadway alignment but cul-de-sac the western
(eastbound) approach and signalize the intersection as a “T”-intersection. This would limit
right-of-way impacts and improve safety for all users, but would limit mobility and
connectivity for vehicles.



High-Cost #1: Install a traffic signal and realign Hazel Street so that there is no offset
between the western and eastern approaches. This would entail significant right-of-way
impacts to the properties in the northwestern and southeastern corners of the current
intersection.



High-Cost #2: Install a single-lane roundabout at the intersection. This option would also
entail significant right-of-way impacts to the properties in the northwestern and
southeastern corners of the current intersection. However, it would have the greatest safety
benefit while also maintaining vehicle mobility and minimizing delay.
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The segment of OR 164 in the vicinity of Mill Street experiences a high frequency of crashes related
to turning traffic and eastbound queues at the signal extending into the functional area of the Mill
Street intersection. This project involves installing a median that limits access to Mill Street to only
right-in, right-out movements. The medium can be raised or at street level with flexible
delineators. Add a right turn only sign onto the STOP signpost on Mill Street to reinforce that
drivers cannot take a left out of Mill Street onto OR 164. An illustration of the median is shown in
Figure 3.

F IGURE 3 : OR 16 4 MEDIAN AT MILL S TREET

PEDESTRIAN RAILROAD CROSSING (PB-04)

The current pedestrian railroad crossing provides access along 3rd Street over the tracks, but it is
not accessible for all users and has no improved walkways to the crossing. There is also no official
crossing over the tracks from Union Street. This project proposes constructing a fully accessible
path across the railroad tracks between Union Street and 3rd Street. It would include new
walkways, a safer crossing, and barriers to deter pedestrians from crossing the railroad tracks at
non-authorized locations. A conceptual solution is shown in Figure 4.
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F IGURE 4 : PED ES TRIAN RAILROAD CROS S IN G AT 3 R D STREET AND UNI ON S TREET

SRTS: SCHOOL MULTI-USE PATH (SS-01)

Jefferson Middle School and Jefferson High School are located outside of city limits at the
northwestern corner of the UGB. There are currently no bicycle or pedestrian facilities connecting
the main part of town to the schools. While there are proposed projects to upgrade the necessary
roadways to provide sidewalks and bicycle lanes (MM-01 & MM-02), it is reasonable to assume that
those projects will not happen in the near future. A multi-use path is proposed that utilizes Julia
Lane and Jefferson School District property, creating both a safer and shorter route for students
when compared to traveling on OR 164 and Talbot Road. A conceptual alignment is shown below in
Figure 5.
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F IGURE 5 : JEF FERSON SCHOOLS M UL TI-USE PATH ROUTE
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FORECAST FUTURE CONDITIONS WITH PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS

This section provides documentation of forecast future traffic conditions after accounting for the
proposed improvements to the transportation system. Supporting details for volumes and
operations are provided in the appendix.
FORECAST FUTURE TRAFFIC VOLUMES

The forecast future traffic volumes were derived from the future (2040) volumes from the previous
memo. Those baseline volumes were adjusted and reanalyzed to forecast volumes due to two
types of proposed improvements: roadway connections and intersection upgrades.
The proposed roadway improvements include a few new roadway connections that are to be built
within the 20-year horizon timeframe. First, there is the connection of 5 th Street from Columbia
Street to Union Street, which is currently under construction. This will allow through vehicle
movements along the entirety of 5th Street and creates shorter connections and travel times for
trips between OR 164 and the neighborhoods. 5th Street and 7th Street are also proposed to be
extended up to Cemetery Hill Road, creating a vital connection between Marion Road and the
eastern neighborhoods without having to access OR 164.
Intersection upgrades to two intersection, OR 164/ Hazel Street and OR 164/ North Avenue, are
also proposed improvements which will impact the forecast future conditions. It is recommended
that either a signal or roundabout be constructed at each of these two locations, and operations
analysis was conducted of each solution to verify flexibility of design options.
The forecast future traffic volumes are shown in Figure 6.
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F IGURE 6 : F UTURE FO RECAS T PM PEAK HOUR TRAFF IC VOLUM ES
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FUTURE TRAFFIC OPERATIONS

Forecast future traffic operations with proposed improvements at the study intersections were
determined for the PM peak hour based on the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) 6th Edition
methodology for signalized and unsignalized intersections.13 The results were then compared with
the applicable minimum acceptable operating standards/mobility targets. Table 7 lists the
estimated v/c ratio, delay, and LOS of each study intersection.
TABLE 7 : FUTURE 204 0 INTERSECTION OPERATIO NS

STUDY INTERSECTION

OPERATING STANDARD
/ MOBILITY TARGET

PM PEAK HOUR
V/C RATIO

DELAY (SECS)

LOS

24.3

C

SIGNALIZED
OR 164/ MAIN ST

v/c ≤ 0.95

0.81

OR 164/ HAZEL ST

v/c ≤ 0.95

0.78
(0.68)

OR 164/ NORTH AVE

v/c ≤ 0.95

0.76
(0.56)

v/c ≤ 0.95

0.26

13.3

A/B

NORTH AVE & MARION RD/
CEMETERY HILL RD

LOS D

0.18

15.3

A/C

HAZEL ST/ 5 TH ST

LOS D

0.28

17.0

A/C

HAZEL ST/ 7 TH ST

LOS D

0.17

13.7

A/B

GREENWOOD DR/ 5 TH ST

LOS D

0.32

14.7

A/B

JEFFERSON SCIO DR/ 5 TH ST

LOS D

0.04

12.5

A/B

MAIN ST/ HIGH ST

LOS D

0.03

11.1

A/B

MAIN ST/ GREENWOOD DR

LOS D

0.21

11.6

A/B

16.3
(11.0)

a

a

17.5
(8.8) a

a

B
(B)
B
(A)

a

a

TWO-WAY STOP CONTROLLED
OR 164/ TALBOT RD

SIGNALIZED INTERSECTION:
Delay = Average Intersection Delay (secs)
v/c = Volume-to-Capacity Ratio
LOS = Total Level of Service
a

TWO-WAY STOP CONTROLLED INTERSECTION:
Delay = Critical Movement Approach Delay (secs)
v/c = Associated Movement Volume-to-Capacity Ratio
LOS = Level of Service (Major/Minor Road)

ROUNDABOUT INTERSECTION:
Delay = Average Delay per Vehicle (secs)
v/c = Worst Movement Volume-to-Capacity Ratio
LOS = Total Level of Service

First value is for the signalized option with no offset. Second value, in parenthesis, is for the roundabout option.

As shown above, with the proposed improvements, all study intersections are estimated to meet
the desired mobility targets and operating standards in the forecast future PM peak hour.

13

Highway Capacity Manual, 6th Edition, Transportation Research Board, 2016.
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The forecast future conditions for pedestrians and bicyclists show a connected and safe system for
all types of users. The majority of the deficiencies associated to pedestrian and bicycle facilities, as
highlighted in the previous memo, are in relation to OR 164, 3rd Street, and connectivity across
the railroad and OR 164. Highlights of the proposed pedestrian and bicycle system are below.








Urban upgrades to OR 164 including continuous sidewalks, bicycle lanes, and enhanced
crosswalks will facilitate safe and accessible movement along the OR 164 corridor and
across it via the neighborhoods to the east and downtown amenities to the west.
An enhanced pedestrian railroad crossing near the intersection of 3 rd Street and Union
Street will provide greater pedestrian connectivity, accessibility, and safety between the
east and west side of the railroad tracks that divide the city, in addition to the urban
upgrades to street that lead to the proposed crossing.
Urban upgrades to Main Street, Jefferson Scio Drive, High Street, and Greenwood Drive will
provide safe and accessible routes to neighborhoods south of OR 164 on Main Street to the
downtown area.
Specific Safe Routes to School projects will benefit students at both the Elementary School
and Middle/High School locations through safer street crossings at multiple locations,
continuous sidewalks and bicycle lanes along 3rd Street, and a multi-use path to connect the
Middle/High Schools with the rest of town.
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COSTS AND FUNDING STRATEGIES FOR PROPOSED
IMPROVEMENTS
DATE:

September 4, 2021

TO:

Jefferson Project Management Team

FROM:

Lacy Brown, Ph.D., P.E., RSP1 | DKS Associates
Jenna Bogert, P.E. | DKS Associates

SUBJECT: Jefferson TSP Update – Tech Memo #4 - DRAFT

Project #21027-000

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this memorandum is to review how the City of Jefferson has collected
transportation funds for investments in the past and to estimate future funding levels based on this
historic information. Understanding where transportation funding is likely to come from and how
much may be available helps set reasonable expectations for the number of improvements that can
be made by 2040. It also informs discussions about transportation project prioritization and
whether new or expanded funding sources will be needed to attain the community’s objectives.
CURRENT FUNDING SOURCES

The City currently has one primary,
consistent revenue source to fund
transportation expenses and that is the
State Gas Tax. The chart to the right
summarizes the transportation revenue
from the State Gas Tax over the past
four fiscal years at the City of Jefferson.
The average revenue per year for that
period is $215,300.
Other funding sources include accrued
interest, capital carryover, and Local
Improvement District (LID) funds.
FIGURE 1: CITY OF JEFFERSON HISTORIC
TRANSPORTATION REVENUE

State Gas Tax

DRAFT

Currently, the Oregon state gas tax is 36 cents per gallon (on both gasoline and diesel). In 2016,
the state gas tax was 31 cents per gallon. The Oregon state gas tax (on both gasoline and diesel)
is currently 34 cents per gallon. With the passage of HB 2017, it will gradually increase by 10 cents
between the years 2018 and 2024.
Local Improvement Districts
Local Improvement Districts (LIDs) can be formed to fund capital transportation projects. LIDs
provide a means for funding specific improvements that benefit a specific group of property
owners. LIDs require owner/voter approval and a specific project definition. Assessments are
placed against benefiting properties to pay for improvements. LIDs can be matched against other
funds where a project has system wide benefit beyond benefiting the adjacent properties. LIDs are
often used for sidewalks and pedestrian amenities that provide local benefit to residents along the
subject street.
In 2019, a LID was established and approved by voters to construct sidewalk along portions of
Hazel Street as part of the Hazel Street sidewalk reconstruction TSP project between Main Street
and 2nd Street (Jefferson Highway). The LID assessment generated a total of $12,760 towards the
project.
IN 2020, a LID was established and approved by voters to construct sidewalks on the west side of
3rd Street between Hazel Street and Union Street. This was likely done in conjunction with the
street improvements on the east side of 3rd Street when the new apartments were built. The LID
assessment will generate a total of $11,550 towards the project.
Currently, the City of Jefferson is proposing to establish a LID to construct sidewalks along the
west side of 5th Street between Union Street and Columbia Street. This is part of the TSP project
for 5th Street that will open up 5th Street for thru-traffic. The construction of the new street will
also include new curbs, gutters, and sidewalks along the west side. The preliminary assessment
shows that the LID could generate up to approximately $60,000 towards the project.
ESTIMATED FUTURE FUNDING LEVELS

The current revenue source (State Gas Tax) is estimated to provide a total of $8.66 million through
2040 to fund transportation related projects. State gas tax revenues are dependent on many
factors including gas prices, gas consumption, and the City’s population relative to other urban
areas in the state. For the purposes of this estimate, these relationships were assumed to stay
constant throughout the forecast horizon and the same levels of annual funding for those sources
are assumed through 2040. Actual revenues could potentially be less than the estimates presented
here. It should be noted that technological advances might further improve vehicle fuel efficiency,
potentially resulting in lower revenues unless funding methodologies are modified.
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TABLE 1 : FUTURE FUNDI NG PROJECTIO N 2020 THRO UGH 2 0 40 (20 YEARS IN 2020 D OLLARS )

REVENUE SOURCE

TOTAL (IN MILLIONS)

STATE GAS TAX

$8.66

RECOMMENDED PROJECTS AND COST ESTIMATES

Table 2 below shows the total cost estimate of all of the recommended Transportation System Plan
improvement projects. See the attached spreadsheet for a list of all of the TSP projects with
planning-level cost estimates. The table below also shows the total number of projects and project
types.
TABLE 2 : RECOM MENDED TRANS PORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS - TOTAL COS T ESTIMATE

NUMBER OF
PROJECTS

PROJECT TYPES

TOTAL PROJECT
COST ESTIMATE
(IN MILLIONS)

30

ROADWAY EXTENSIONS, INTERSECITON UPGRADES,
MULTIMODAL, PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLISTS, SAFE
ROUTES TO SCHOOL, AND TRANSIT

$60.04

As shown, the total cost of the transportation improvement projects ($60.04 million in Table 2) is
much higher than the estimated future funding through 2040 ($8.66 million in Table 1) assuming
the current funding source only (State Gas Tax). The following section provides a list of new
additional funding sources that can be pursued to help fund the recommended transportation
projects.
POTENTIAL ADDITIONAL FUNDING SOURCES

New transportation funding options include local taxes, assessments and charges, and state and
federal appropriations, grants, and loans. All of these resources can be constrained based on a
variety of factors, including the willingness of local leadership and the electorate to burden citizens
and businesses; the availability of local funds to be dedicated or diverted to transportation issues
from other competing City programs; and the availability of state and federal funds. Nonetheless, it
is important for the City to consider available opportunities for enhanced funding for the
transportation improvements that will be identified in the TSP as the current sources will not be
sufficient to meet the identified need.
System Development Charges
System Development Charges (SDCs) from new developments are intended to offset the burden of
development on the transportation system. The funds collected would be kept in a dedicated SDC
fund, apart from the City’s general-purpose street operations, maintenance, and capital
improvements fund. State law restricts the use of SDC funds to capacity-adding projects, generally
for constructing or improving portions of roadways impacted by applicable development. SDCs
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cannot be used to fund improvements for existing deficiencies. The transportation SDC is a onetime fee.

The City of Jefferson currently charges SDCs for parks, sewer, storm water, and water. Through
this TSP update process, the City has the opportunity to establish new transportation funding
strategies. If transportation SDC fees were approved, the City could generate a significant amount
of funding through transportation SDC fees through 2040.
Local Street Utility Fees
A street utility fee is a recurring monthly charge that is paid by all residences and businesses within
the city to support the provision and maintenance of the local street system. These funds are
restricted for transportation operations and maintenance related projects only. Typical utility fees
range from $2 to $10 per month.
ODOT All Road Transportation Safety (ARTS) Funding
ODOT All Roads Transportation Safety Program (ARTS) is used to address safety challenges on all
public roads. Safety funding is distributed to each ODOT region, which collaborates with local
governments to select projects that can reduce fatalities and serious injuries, regardless of whether
they lie on a local road or a state highway. An application must be submitted by the local
jurisdiction to obtain ARTS funding for local roads. Projects are built into the four-year STIP
timeframe (the current STIP is 2021-2024). The funds must make use of ODOT-approved
countermeasures directed towards decreasing fatal and serious injury crashes.
Federal Competitive Grant and Loan Programs
The FAST Act authorizes a number of competitive grant and loan programs, the most prominent of
which is the Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery (TIGER) grant program.
Competitive grant and loan programs would require the City to complete an application that makes
a compelling case for a specific project, often multi-jurisdictional. Some of these programs focus on
a particular outcome or mode of transportation.
ODOT Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) Enhance Funding
ODOT has modified the process for selecting projects that receive STIP funding to allow local
agencies to receive funding for projects off the state system. Projects that enhance system
connectivity and improve multi-modal travel options are the focus. The updated TSP prepares the
City to apply for STIP funding.
Safe Routes to School
The Oregon Safe Routes to School (SRTS) Program has money allocated for projects at that
improve connectivity for children to walk, bike and roll to and from school. Potential grant funds
are distributed as a reimbursement program through an open and competitive process. Funding is
available through this program for pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure projects within two miles of
schools. These funds should be pursued to implement key pedestrian and bicycle projects identified
through the SRTS process.
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At the discretion of the City Council, the City can allocate General Fund revenues to pay for its
transportation program (General Fund revenues primarily include taxes and fees imposed by the
City). This allocation is completed as a part of the City’s annual budget process, but the funding
potential of this approach is constrained by competing community priorities set by the City Council.
General Fund resources can fund any aspect of the program, from capital improvements to
operations, maintenance, and administration. Additional revenues available from this source are
only available to the extent that either General Fund revenues are increased or City Council directs
and diverts funding from other City programs.
Currently all franchise fees, paid by franchised utilities for their impact on the public right-of-way,
is directed toward the general fund. In fiscal year 2019 - 2020, franchise fees totaled $246,000.
Many communities choose to dedicate this revenue, or a portion thereof, to street operations
funds. Jefferson may want to consider this option.
Debt Financing
While not a direct funding source, debt financing can be used to mitigate the immediate impacts of
significant capital improvement projects and spread costs over the useful life of a project. This has
been successful recently in Oregon communities such as Bend and McMinnville, where general
obligation (GO) bond measures were passed. Key to the measures’ success was that the increased
property taxes were earmarked toward a defined set of projects with strong public support.
Though interest costs are incurred, the use of debt financing can serve not only as a practical
means of funding major improvements, but is also viewed as an equitable funding strategy,
spreading the burden of repayment over existing and future customers who will benefit from the
projects. The obvious caution in relying on debt service is that a funding source must still be
identified to fulfill annual repayment obligations.
The Oregon Transportation Infrastructure Bank (OTIB) is a potential source for cities to borrow
funds for transportation improvement projects. The OTIB is a statewide revolving loan fund.
Projects eligible to receive funding include roadway improvements, bicycle and pedestrian access,
and transit capital projects. Potential projects are rated by OTIB staff along with a regional
advisory committee and require approval from the Oregon Transportation Commission 1

Attachments:
A. TSP Project List with Cost Estimates

1

Oregon Transportation Infrastructure Bank, http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/cs/fs/Pages/otib.aspx
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Jefferson TSP Project List - w/ Costs

Project ID
EX-01
EX-02
IN-01

IN-02

MM-01

MM-02

MM-03

MM-04

MM-05
MM-06
MM-07
MM-08
MM-09

MM-10

MM-11

MM-12

PB-01

9/3/2021

Project Name
5th Street Extension &
Urban Upgrade
7th Street Extension &
Urban Upgrade
OR 164/ North Avenue
Intersection Control
Upgrade

Description

Upgrade and extend 5th Street to roadway standards from Hazel
Street to Cemetery Hill Road.
Upgrade and extend 7th Street to roadway standards from Hazel
Street to Cemetery Hill Road.
New traffic control for the intersection of OR 164 and North
Avenue; either a traffic signal or roundabout (cost assumes
signal). Improve school crossings.
New traffic control for the intersection of OR 164 and Hazel Street;
OR 164/ Hazel Street
either a traffic signal or roundabout (cost assumes signal and no
Intersection Control
realignment). Improve highway crossings and consider
Upgrade
realignment to mitigate minor street offset.
Talbot Road Urban
Upgrade Talbot Road to roadway standards from northwestern
Upgrade
UGB limits to OR 164.
Upgrade OR 164 from North Avenue to the northern UGB limits
North OR 164 Suburban following ODOT BUD (Blueprint for Urban Design) Suburban Fringe
Fringe Urban Upgrade
classification guidelines. Project to include new pavement, bicycle
lanes, pedestrian enhancements, and lighting.
Upgrade OR 164 from the southwest UGB limits to North Avenue
South OR 164 Urban Mix
following ODOT BUD (Blueprint for Urban Design) Urban Mix
Urban Upgrade
classification guidelines. Project to include new pavement, bicycle
lanes, pedestrian enhancements, and lighting.
Mitigation of traffic congestion due to I-5 traffic diversion events
I-5 Traffic Diversion
which include coordination of policy and engineering across
Congestion Mitigation
multiple jurisdictions.
Install a median along OR 164 between the bridge and Main Street
Mill Street/ OR 164
to limit access to Mill Street, allowing only right in, right out at Mill
Access Management
Street.
North Avenue/ Marion
Upgrade North Avenue and Marion Road to roadway standards
Road Urban Upgrade
from 3rd Street to northeastern UGB limits.
Cemetery Hill Road
Upgrade Cemetery Hill Road to roadway standards from North
Urban Upgrade
Avenue to the Jefferson Cemetery Driveway
Recondition the all-way stops at 5th Street/ High Street and 3rd
All-Way Stop Removal
Street/ University Street to be two-way stop controlled.
Upgrade Hazel Street to roadway standards from OR 164 to 5th
Hazel Street Urban
Street, including new striping, bicycle lanes, and speed reduction
Upgrade
techniques.
Main Street
Upgrade Main Street to roadway standards from OR 164 to Church
Revitalization and Urban
Street, including intermittant sidewalk reconstruction and infill,
Upgrade
pedestrian amenities and crossings, and new roadway striping.
Main Street/ Jefferson
Upgrade Main Street and Jefferson Scio Drive to roadway
Scio Drive Urban
standards from OR 164 to southeastern UGB limits, including new
Upgrade
sidewalks and bicycle lanes.
Historical crash data shows a high frequency of crashes near the
intersection of Main Street and Weddle Road, and the posted
Main Street/ Weddle
speed limit was lowered in Spring 2021. A safety study is
Road Safety Study
recommended after five years of published crash data is made
available after the posted speed limit change to determine
effectiveness.
North 3rd Street Urban
Upgrade 3rd Street to roadway standards from North Avenue to
Upgrade
Hazel Street.
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Evaluation
Rating

Cost Estimate

Sponsoring
Agency(ies)

Associated Projects

High

$3,150,000

City/ Developers

MM-07

2001 TSP, 2018 AAMPO
RTP, Project Team

Low

$2,825,000

City/ Developers

MM-07

Project Team

High

$2,150,000

ODOT

MM-02, MM-03, MM-04

2001 TSP, 2018 AAMPO
RTP, Project Team

High

$3,575,000

ODOT

MM-03, MM-04, MM-09,
PB-02, TR-01

Project Team

Low

$4,475,000

City/ Marion
County/ Developers

MM-02

Project Team

Medium

$3,000,000

ODOT

IN-01, MM-01, MM-03

Project Team

High

$9,750,000

ODOT

Medium

TBD

City/ ODOT

IN-01, IN-02, MM-03,
MM-05, PB-02, SS-02

Project Team

Medium

$425,000

ODOT

MM-03, MM-04

Project Team

Medium

$2,675,000

City/ Marion
County/ Developers

MM-07

2001 TSP, Project Team

Medium

$2,350,000

City/ Developers

EX-01, EX-02, MM-06

Project Team

Medium

$2,500

City

PB-01

2001 TSP

Medium

$1,450,000

City

PB-01, SS-04, SS-05

Project Team

Medium

$3,225,000

City/ Developers

MM-03

2001 TSP, Project Team

High

$8,400,000

City/ Marion
County/ Developers

MM-12, PB-07, PB-08

2001 TSP, 2018 AAMPO
RTP, Project Team

Low

$15,000

City/ Marion County

MM-11

Project Team

Medium

$1,450,000

City

MM-08, MM-09, SS-03,
SS-04, SS-05

2001 TSP, Project Team

Source(s)

IN-02, IN-02, MM-02,
2001 TSP, 2018 AAMPO
MM-04, MM-05, PB-02,
RTP, Project Team
SS-02, TR-01
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PB-02

PB-03

PB-04

PB-05

PB-06

PB-07

PB-08

SS-01

SS-02

SS-03

SS-04
SS-05

TR-01
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Install an enhanced pedestrian crossing with an RRFB across OR
164 on either Hazel Street or Union Street, based on future plans
for the pedestrian cooridors on Hazel Street and Union Street and
the potential bus stop.
Union Street Urban
Upgrade Union Street to roadway standards from 5th Street to OR
Upgrade
164.
Construct a safe and accessible pedestrian crossing over the
Jefferson Pedestrian
railroad at the intersection of 3rd Streed and Union Street. Add a
Railroad Crossing
pedestrian path connecting Union Street and 3rd Street southeast
of the railroad tracks.
Upgrade 3rd Street to roadway standards from Union Street to
South 3rd Street Urban
Columbia Street, including a total of 350ft of sidewalk infill on 3rd
Upgrade
Street between Columbia Street and Greenwood Drive.
Upgrade Columbia Street to roadway standards from 2nd Street to
Columbia Street Urban
5th Street and upgrade 2nd Street to roadway standards from
Upgrade
Columbia Street to Greenwood Drive.
Upgrade Greenwood Drive to roadway standards from Main Street
Greenwood Drive Urban
to 3rd Street, including a 200ft section of sidewalk infill on
Upgrade
Greenwood Drive just east of 3rd Street.
Upgrade High Street to roadway standards from Main Street to 3rd
High Street Urban
Street, including a 100ft section of sidewalk infill on 3rd Street just
Upgrade
south of High Street.
Provide a Safe Route to School by creating a multi-use path that
leads to Jefferson Middle and High Schools from OR 164 that is a
SRTS: School Multi-Use
shorter and safer route than taking OR 164 and Talbot Road to get
Path
to school. Conceputal route utilizes Julia Lane and existing facilities
on school property.
Provide a Safe Route to School by evaluating the two school
SRTS: OR 164 School
crossings on OR 164 across from Jefferson Evangelical Church and
Crossing
on University Street. Add an RRFB to the crossing that is best
suited for it.
Provide a Safe Route to School by evaluating the necessity of the
SRTS: 3rd Street School
school crossing on 3rd Street at Marion Street. If a crossing is
Crossing
desired at the location, construct accessible curb ramps.
Provide a Safe Route to School by improving 3rd Street to roadway
SRTS: 3rd Street Route
standards. Specifically, provide sidewalks and marked crosswalks
along the west side of 3rd Street.
SRTS: Hazel Street
Provide a Safe Route to School by installing an enhanced crossing
School Crossing
on the western crossing of Hazel Street on 3rd Street.
Support and encourage the advancement of the new potential
Cherriots route with a possible stop in Jefferson. Potential places
Cherriots Bus Stop
for a stop include the Hazel Street and Union Street intersections
Study Involvement
along OR 164. Coordinate bus stop location with OR 164 urban
upgrades and enhanced pedestrian crossing.

OR 164 Enhanced
Pedestrian Crossing

DRAFT

High

$150,000

ODOT

IN-02, MM-03, MM-04,
PB-03, PB-04, TR-01

2001 TSP, 2018 AAMPO
RTP, Project Team

Low

$1,325,000

City / Developers

PB-04, PB-05

Project Team

High

$275,000

City

PB-02, PB-03, PB-05

Project Team

Low

$750,000

City

PB-04, PB-06

Project Team

Low

$2,150,000

City

PB-05, PB-07

2001 TSP

High

$1,150,000

City

MM-11, PB-06

2001 TSP, 2018 AAMPO
RTP, Project Team

Medium

$850,000

City

MM-11

2018 AAMPO RTP,
Project Team

Medium

$575,000

City

MM-01, MM-02

Project Team

High

$150,000

ODOT

MM-03, MM-04

Project Team

Low

$75,000

City

PB-01, SS-04

Project Team

Medium

$3,625,000

City

PB-01, SS-03, SS-05

Project Team

Medium

$50,000

City

MM-09, PB-01, SS-04

Project Team

High

N/A

Cherriots/ City/
ODOT

IN-02, MM-03, MM-04,
PB-02

Project Team
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